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Runtime:2 min2021 -    2022 (Ended)
Genres:Anime
Network:TV Tokyo
Pui Pui Molcar is a Japanese anime series which aired on TV Tokyo. The series premiered on January 5, 2021.
 
 The setting is a world where people drive sentient vehicles that are hybrids between guinea pigs and cars – "Molcars"! Molcars have round eyes, big soft butts, and short arms and legs as they trot along. They run around with a silly look on their face, and even when you're stuck in traffic, you can be put at ease just by gazing at the guinea pig butt in front of you! Even if they cause a bit of trouble, it's easy to forgive them because they're so cute and fluffy! This is an animation focusing on various situations unique to cars, full of satisfaction, friendship, adventure, crazy action, and tons of guinea pigs!
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Hiromi Takahashi
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Pui Pui Molcar.
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.
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Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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